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dmacpher @ science.gmu.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT Date: 02/19/98 02:32:59 PMSubject: To ride the 

heavens on a gyroscope...Hello Everyone,Next weekend I'm movin' to Maui, Hawaii for a while. Came upkind 

of quickly, two days ago. I'll send you my new addresswhen I get out there. Everyone please come visit me all 

thetime or come to live if you get the itch. Open invitation.I'll provide a bed, lots of food, a snorkel, and fruity 

drinks.We can slow-the-world-down, wear sunglasses, dance 'roundwith all the friendly people, and get 

squashed in the20-foot surf... maybe even find the ever-illusive groove...National Geographic's Traveler 

Magazine voted Maui the mostbeautiful island in the world. Don't know what the metricwas... floral 

arrangement, beaches, bird watching, fashion... ?Kind of a foolish quote but remember -> Rule #149: 

alwaysapproach each day big-eyed-wow-overzealous...Real excited; my spirit was feelin' quite seriously 

sick,like an old safe tired person who traded in the wonder fora retirement. Got sandles, a race-mountain bike, 

and a wetsuit;will wait till I get there to get a surf board and scuba stuff.Hopefully, there will be some fast and 

furious volcanobloodshed and good quality drowning. Bru told me thattouchin' a shark isn't such a big deal, 

but you gotta tryyourself or you'll never learn a thing. Anyway, I'm feelin'a special need to go zoomin' into the 

nether and to runsmash into anything that has velocity or propulsion....hopefully speeeed the whole thing up 

a notch....Spent the whole last year readin and writin stories, poetry,thinkin; which turns out isn't really 

allowed in this world,or maybe just isn't as rewarding as you'd think. Anyway,now when I see a caterpillar or 

people in a mall it excitesme to death, try it sometime... blap blap...Please fly over anytime you can:For the 

mountain bikers, there's a 10,000 foot volcano, perhaps thesteepest rise from ground 0 in the world; takes 45 

mins to ridedown, without touchin' the peddles once. Somehow that equates toa race-challenge. I say 23 
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